
CRYOVIAL Workstation Rack
Made of polypropylene

T315-2 Blue 4              $45
T315-3 Red 4              $45
T315-10 Lilac 4                  $45

This  handy autoclavable rack can hold up to 50 cryogenic vials. Now with one hand, 
you can easily unscrew a Simport Cryovial Tube.  Thanks to an innovative universal 
locking system, the vials will securely lock in each well and will not turn.  Each position is 
identified with an alphanumeric index.  Strong handles make it easy and safe to carry and 
is supported by five anti-skid rubber feet.  The rack is compact and stackable.  Available in 
three colors.  Size: 4 x 8 x 1in high

Catalog #  Color  Qty/Case  Price

The Simport Cryovial® Family is the most complete line of cryogenic vials available today. Designed for storing cells, blood, serum and other 
biological fluids at temperatures as low as -196 °C, these sturdy polypropylene vials offer a high level of chemical resistance. As described in 
the following pages, they are available in 3 different configurations and in 5 sizes from 1.2 ml to 5 ml. A large white marking area and 
printed graduations facilitate sample identification. Some models are free-standing while some others have only a round bottom. Self-
standing vials have a locking base allowing opening and closing with only one hand while vials are used with the Simport Workstation.

Cane for CRYOVIAL Tubes 
Made of aluminum 

T313  11 5/16 in     48  $34

CAPINSERT™
Made of polypropylene

Color coded inserts fit precisely into the cap of the Cryovial

For Storage of up to five 1.2 or 2ml Simport Cyrovial tubes in liquid nitrogen containers 
such as Dewar flasks.

Catalog #  Length  Qty/Case  Price

Catalog #       Color      Qty/Bag      Price           Catalog #       Color Qty/Bag      Price

for CRYOVIAL Tubes 

T312-1      White        500         $12           T345W White    500     $12
T312-2      Blue        500         $12           T345B Blue    500     $12
T312-3      Red        500         $12           T345R Red    500     $12
T312-4      Green        500         $12           T345G Green    500     $12
T312-5      Yellow       500         $12           T345Y Yellow    500     $12
T312-7      Assorted    500         $12           T345AS Assorted   500     $12
T312-8      Tan         500         $12           T345V Violet         500     $12
T312-9      Gray         500         $12           T345GY Gray    500     $12
T312-10      Lilac         500         $12            T345L Lilac    500      $12
T312-11      Orange     500         $12           T345O Orange    500     $12
T312-13      Purple       500         $12            T345P            Pink    500     $12
T312-14      Pink         500         $12
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CRYOGENIC VIALS

1- A CAPINSERT™ is available in 11 different colors / 

Perfect for color coding (See T312 Series on page 82)
2- Vertical ribs facilitate cap removal

3- Super fast 1 1/4 turn thread design

4- Both cap and tube are made of same polypropylene material,

therefore same coefficient of expansion ensures secure seal 

at all temperatures

5- Thick wall makes vial almost unbreakable

6- Large white marking area

7- Excellent clarity makes sample easy to see

8- Round bottom / Very easy to empty contents completely / 

Two sizes are self-standing with universal locking base

CRYOVIAL  With Silicone O-ring Seal
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A positive leakproof seal 
is enhanced by a specially
designed silicone o-ring 
around the cap

As you tighten it, you can feel
the quality of your seal while
you compress the o-ring
between the tube 
wall and the cap, creating 
a tight closure

Feel the quality of your seal!
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2.

Certi�ed RNase-, DNase-,
Pyrogen- and DNA-free

Laboratory Plasticware and Accessories
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Catalog#    T301-1        T301-2    T301-3`        T301-5

Volume(ml)    1.2        2         2                   6

Size(mm)                 12.5 x 41    12.5 x 49    12.5 x 48    12.5 x 90

Self-Standing              Yes      Yes        

Round Bottom          Yes           Yes

Qty/Case      1000    1000      1000            1000

Price    $323           $323           $323            $435

Specially formulated polypropylene

Designed for safe storage at temperatures as low as -196 °C (but should be used only in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen).  Only 1 1/4 turn of the cap is sufficient to screw the cap 
on the vial.  The specially formulated silicone o-ring ensures a positive leakproof seal at all temperatures. Closure and vial are both made of polypropylene having the 
same coefficient of expansion, ensuring an equally secure seal both at room temperature and at low cryogenic temperatures. Tubes have a white marking area, can be color 
coded with a CAPINSERT (Series T312) and are compatible with most storage systems. Only the non skirted vials can be centrifuged, and up to 17,000g. Sterilized by gamma 
radiation and packaged in unique tamperproof, resealable, safety-lock bags of 100. Autoclavable.

CRYOVIAL With Silicone Washer Seal
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1- A CAPINSERT™ is available in 11 different colors /

Perfect for color coding (See T312 Series on page 82)
2- Vertical ribs facilitate cap removal
3- Silicone washer
4- Super fast 1 1/4 turn thread design
5- Both cap and tube are made of same polypropylene material, 

therefore same coefficient of expansion ensures secure seal 

at all temperatures *
6- Thick wall makes vial almost unbreakable

7- Large white marking area

8- Excellent clarity makes sample easy to see
9- Round bottom / Very easy to empty contents completely
*T310-10A has a polyethylene cap

     

•
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2.

This cap o�ers a positive seal
using a white silicone washer

When the cap is screwed on,
the white washer is tightly
secured between cap and top
of tube

1 2

Catalog#    T311-1    T311-2   T311-3  T311-4   T311-4A   T311-5

Volume(ml)    1.2      2   2             4             4              5

Size(mm)                   12.5 x 41  12.5 x 49 12.5 x 48 12.5 x 7012.5 x 72  12.5 x 90

Self-Standing              Yes    Yes                                 Yes

Round Bottom   Yes          Yes            Yes

Qty/Case      1000  1000      1000       1000     1000        1000

Price   $323         $323       $323       $371    $371        $431

Specially formulated polypropylene

Designed for storing biological material, human or animal cells, at temperatures as low as  -196 °C (but should be 
used only in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen). A silicone washer between cap and vial ensures a positive leakproof 
seal at all temperatures. A 1 1/4 turn of the cap is sufficient to seal the vial. Closure and vials are both manufactured of 
polypropylene with the same coefficient of expansion, ensuring an equally secure seal both at room temperature nd 
at low cryogenic temperatures. Tubes have a white marking area, can be color coded with a CAPINSERT™ (Series T312) 
and are compatible with most storage systems. Only the round bottom vials can be centrifuged, and up to 
17,000g. Sterilized by gamma radiation and  packaged in unique tamperproof, resealable, safety-lock bags of 100.   
Autoclavable.
 



Catalog#           T308-1        T308-2    T308-2A   T308-3A    T308-4A    T308-5A

Volume(ml)          1.2                2    2                 3                 4                  5

Self-Standing        Yes                 Yes             Yes              Yes  Yes

Round Bottom               Yes

Qty/Case              1000         1000           1000         1000           1000           1000

Price              $435          $435          $435          $456          $496 $551
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1- A CAPINSERT™ is available in 11 different
colors / Perfect for color coding (See T312

Series on page 82)

2- Vertical ribs facilitate cap removal

3- Both cap and tube are made of same

polypropylene material, therefore same

coefficient of expansion ensures secure seal

at all temperatures

4- Super fast 1 1/4 turn thread design

5- Thick wall makes vial almost unbreakable

6- Large white marking area

7- Excellent clarity makes sample easy to see

8- Round bottom / Very easy to empty contents

completely

9- Many sizes available as self-standing with

universal locking base

CRYOVIAL With Lip Seal Design and Silicone Washer Seal

Specially designed
silicone washer and 
extra long lip ensure a
leakproof seal

Certi�ed RNase-, DNase-,
Pyrogen- and DNA-free
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CRYOGENIC VIALS

Laboratory Plasticware and Accessories

Specially formulated polypropylene

Designed for safe storage at temperatures as low as -196 °C (but should be used only in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen).  The cap features a long skirt for easy one-handed 
aspetic technique, a super fast thread design allowing removal with only 1 1/4 turn of and an inside thread design that will not contribute to possible contamination. This cap 
also features an exclusive silicone washer fitted inside the cap to ensure a positive seal at any temperature, even the lowest of cryogenic temperatures. The tubes are 
provided with a white marking area, can be color coded with a CAPINSERT (Series T312) and are compatible with most storage systems. T308-2 vials can be centrifuged, and 
up to 17,000g. Sterilized by gamma radiation and packaged in unique tamperproof, resealable, safety-lock bags of 100. Autoclavable.
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CRYOVIAL with Lip Seal Design
Made of specially formulated polypropylene

Designed for storing biological material, human or animal cells, at temperatures as low as -196 °C (but should be 
used only in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen) . The cap features a long skirt for one hand aseptic methods, and a 
super fast thread design that allows tightening or removal with a mere 1 1/4 turn, and an inside thread design 
that will not contribute to possible contamination. A specially designed lip inside the cap ensures a leakproof 
seal even at very low temperatures. Closures and tubes are both made of polypropylene having the same 
coefficient of expansion, which further enhances the leakproof qualities of these vials at various temperatures. 
Tubes are provided ith a white marking area for sample identification and can be color coded by the use of a 
CAPINSERT™ (Series T312). T309-2 can be centrifuged up to 17,000g. Vials are sterilized by gamma radiation and 
are packaged in unique tamperproof, resealable, safety-lock bags of 100.  Autoclavable

1- A CAPINSERT™ is available in 11 different

colors / Perfect for color coding 

(See T312 Series on page 82)

2- Vertical ribs facilitate cap removal

3- Both cap and tube are made of same

polypropylene material, therefore same

coefficient of expansion ensures secure seal 

at all temperatures

4- Super fast 1 1/4 turn thread design

5- Thick wall makes vial almost unbreakable

6- Large white marking area

7- Excellent clarity makes sample easy to see

8- Round bottom / Very easy to empty contents

completely

9- Many sizes available as self-standing with

universal locking base
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3 Catalog#             T309-1A   T309-2     T309-2A   T309-3A   T309-4A   T309-5A

Volume(ml)             1.2 2 2                 3 4  5

Size(mm)           12.5 x 42  12.5 x 47  12.5 x 49  12.5 x 71 12.5 x 77   12.5 x 91

Self-Standing        Yes                   Yes Yes            Yes Yes        

Round Bottom                  Yes        

Qty/Case               1000          1000          1000         1000         1000          1000

Price               $262          $262         $262          $273         $293          $329

Specially designed

polypropylene inner

lip ensures a

leakproof seal



1- A CAPINSERT™ is available in 11 different colors /

Perfect for color coding (See T312 Series on 

page 82)

2- Vertical ribs facilitate cap removal

3- Silicone washer

4- Both cap and tube are made of same polypropylene

material, therefore same coefficient of expansion

ensures secure seal at all temperatures

5- Super fast 1 1/4 turn thread design

6- Thick wall makes vial almost unbreakable

7- Large white marking area

8- Excellent clarity makes sample easy to see
9- Round bottom / Very easy to empty contents

completely
10- Many sizes available as self-standing

with universal locking base

CRYOVIAL With Silicone Washer Seal

Specially
designed
silicone washer
ensures a
leakproof seal

A 10 ML SIZE IS AVAILABLE
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Certi�ed RNase-, DNase-,
Pyrogen- and DNA-free

CRYOGENIC VIALS

Made of specially formulated polypropylene

Designed for storing biological material, human or animal cells, at temperatures as low as -196 °C (but should be used only in the gas phase of liquid nitrogen) . 
The cap features a long skirt for easy one hand aseptic methods, the same super fast thread design allowing it to be removed or sealed with a mere 1 1/4  turn, and the same inside 
thread design that will not contribute to possible contamination. But this cap also features an exclusive silicone seal fitted inside the cap to ensure a positive seal at any 
temperature, even the lowest of cryogenic temperatures. Tubes are provided with a white marking area 
for sample identification and can be color coded by the use of a CAPINSERT™ (Series T312). The Simport 
CRYOVIAL is compatible with most storage systems. T310-2 can be centrifuged up to 17,000g. Vials are 
sterilized by gamma radiation and are packaged in unique tamperproof, resealable, safety-lock bags of 100.  
Autoclavable.

Catalog#               T310-1A      T310-2      T310-2A   T309-3A    T310-4A   T310-5A      T310-10A

Volume(ml)                  1.2 2                 2                 3                  4                 5                  10

Size(mm)                 12.5 x 42   12.5 x 47   12.5 x 49  12.5 x 71 12.5 x 77   12.5 x 91       17 x 84

Self-Standing               Yes                  Yes              Yes             Yes              Yes               Yes      

Round Bottom                    Yes        

Qty/Case                   1000          1000          1000          1000          1000          1000             500

Price                   $336          $336          $336          $340          $376          $411            $282

Better be safe than sorry!

Better be safe than sorry!

For your sample protection

For your sample protection

TAMPER EVIDENT

Available with specially designed
economical silicone washer 
for a more secure and positive
leakproof seal

When unscrewing the cap, the
t a m p e r  evident locking ring is
detached and freed from closure

Thick wall makes tube
almost unbreakable

Excellent clarity makes
sample easy to see

Innovative tamper evident locking
ring for better protection of
contents

Tamper Evident CRYOVIAL With Silicone Washer Seal
Tube made of polypropylene / Cap made of polyethylene

Recognizing the special needs of the laboratory scientist in the area of Cryogenics, Simport has developed a unique Cryovial, 
initiating the beginning of a new era in sample protection.  The unique Simport CryoLock™ Tamper Evident Cryogenic Vial 
incorporates a seal that needs to be broken in order to open it, which leaves an obvious visual indication that the vial has been 
opened.  The ease of operation is due in part to the closure's unique frangible band design. This produces a combination 
tamper-evident resistant closure system that provides benefits of safety and peace of mind. 

Designed for storing biological material, human or animal cells, at temperatures as low as -196º C (but should be used only in the 
gas phase of liquid nitrogen). The cap features a long skirt for one hand aseptic methods, a super fast thread design that allows 
tightening or removal with a mere 1 1/4 turn, and an inside thread design that will not contribute to possible contamination. 
But this tamper evident cap also features an exclusive silicone seal as well as a specially designed lip fitted inside of the cap to 
ensure a positive seal at any temperature, even the lowest of cryogenic temperatures.  Tubes are provided with a white marking 
area for sample identification and can be color coded by using a Capinsert™ (T345).  The Simport CryoLock™ Tamper Evident 
Cryovial is compatible with most storage systems. Self-standing vials are sterilized by gamma radiation and are packaged in 
unique tamperproof, resealable, safety-lock bags of 100.
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Catalog#               T310-1ATP    T310-2ATP        T310-5ATP   

Volume(ml)                      1.2 2                         5                  

Size(mm)                    11.8 x 35.1     11.8 x 44.3        11.8 x 82  

Self-Standing                   Yes                    Yes                     Yes             

Qty/Case                   1000                  1000                 1000         

Price                   $370                  $370                 $452                   
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